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Note on the Transliteration
and Presentation of Texts

In transliterating Sanskrit, I have used the system that is universally
adopted in Indological scholarship. For Tamil, I depart from the system
used in the University of Madras Tamil Lexicon in several ways:
I distinguish the short vowels ĕ and ŏ instead of their long
counterparts; I give metrical Tamil texts with divisions corresponding
to their word boundaries, not their prosodic units; and I mark the hyper-
short u vowels that are dropped due to sandhi by a single inverted
comma. This scheme of transliteration I consider to be more satisfying
from a scientific as well as a historical point of view: It is consistent with
that used for Sanskrit and other Indic languages, and, although the
written Tamil of the medieval period did not usually distinguish
the long and short e/o pairs, when necessary, its users did so through
the addition of a diacritical mark (the pul ̣lị) added to the short vowels.
The word division here adopted is congruent with that used for Sanskrit;
as there is no standard yet commonly accepted among Tamilists for the
marking of significant boundaries in a line of verse – and since the habit
of marking metrical boundaries appears to have only been introduced as
a pedagogical aid in editions of the nineteenth century – it seems better
to me to be consistent.

For the citation of personal and geographic names, I have taken
a hybrid approach. In the case of Tamil proper names that contain
Sanskrit elements, I have transliterated these following the latter’s
orthography: I thus write Rājendra, Kulottuṅga, and brahmamārāyar

instead of Irācentira, Kulottuṅka, and piramamārāyar. I avoid diacritics
for frequently occurring place names, but use them otherwise: thus,
I write Colamandalam, Tanjavur, and Tondaimandalam, but Coḻa as
a dynastic name and tŏnṭ

˙
aiyar as a collective noun.

Generally speaking, I have confined the citation and close discussion of
primary source materials to the Notes, in order to avoid trying the
patience or the endurance of the nonspecialist reader. When, however,
the verbal texture of a particular passage is germane tomy discussion of it,
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I have opted to include the original in the main text. When citing
epigraphic or manuscript sources, I retain their idiosyncrasies of
spelling, except when I am reproducing the regularized text of an earlier
editor; when citing the consensus of several such sources, I have
regularized the orthography. Any alterations to a Sanskrit or Tamil text
are preceded by an asterisk, and followed by a parenthetical reference to
the source’s reading; I mark such alterations – in descending order of
certitude – as corr. (for “correction”), em. (“emendation”), or conj.

(“conjecture”). Using these same signs, I have on occasion provided
a more detailed apparatus of readings in the Notes; I do so when there
are multiple source texts, especially multiple manuscripts, or multiple
accounts of the same source.
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